An Oxygen Self-sufficient Fluorinated Nanoplatform for Relieved Tumor Hypoxia and Enhanced Photodynamic Therapy of Cancers.
The efficacy of photodynamic therapy (PDT) in the solid tumor is hampered by many challenges, including its oxygen self-consuming nature, insufficient oxygen levels within the hypoxic tumor microenvironment, and limited penetration of photosensitizers within tumors. Herein, we develop the IR780@O2-SFNs/iRGD as an oxygen self-sufficient and tumor-penetrating nanoplatform, which consists of IR780-loaded pH-sensitive fluorocarbon-functionalized nanoparticles (SFNs) and iRGD as a tumor targeting peptide that can penetrate deeper within the tumor. Because of the high oxygen affinity and outstanding permeability of the obtained nanoplatform, oxygen and IR780 which are encapsulated in the same core can play their roles to the utmost, resulting in remarkably accelerated singlet oxygen production, as demonstrated in vitro by the 3D multicellular spheroids and in vivo by tumor tissues. More interestingly, a single-dose intravenous administration of IR780@O2-SFNs/iRGD into mice bearing orthotopic breast cancer could selectively accumulate at the tumor site, highly alleviate the tumor hypoxia, significantly inhibit the primary tumor growth, and reduce the lung and liver metastasis, enabling the improved photodynamic therapeutic performance. Thus, this work paves an effective way to improve PDT efficacy through increasing tumor oxygenation and selective delivery of photosensitizers to the deep and hypoxic tumor.